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OSCE PA Budva Autumn Meeting:  

Speech of H.E  Mohammad Alam Ezedyar, First Deputy Speaker, Upper House, Parliament of Afghanistan  

 

Fight against terrorism and threats 

 

In the name of Allah 

 

Excellency president, members of parliaments and distinguished 

guests, 

 First of all I would like to say hello on behalf of the Afghan 

parliament. Then, as a member of Afghan parliament as a country 

which is a great victim of terrorism and threats; would like to 

emphasize on this fact, that terrorism is a dangerous disease, which 

doesn't know any border and doesn't have any limitation in human 

society. So fight against terrorism is a joint worldwide and 

international solidarity attempting of us.  

Terrorism is a danger, which faces the entire human society with 

threat. Terrorism can face every country in every time with threat 

and it makes victim the human society without paying attention to 

its religious , ethnic, linguistic, political system, manner, and it's 

geographical location. Victims of terrorism are not only related to 

one or two specific countries or to one religion and specific 

ideology, ethnic or nation, but it makes victim different countries, 

nations and ethnics. Although terrorists are from different 

countries, with different languages, identities and ethnics, but they 

do similar actions. The terrorists during their activities and 

operations from America to Africa and Asia have one common 
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tactic and similar strategy. This strategy is made from threat, 

violence and killing of humans. Muslims are the first and great 

victims of those terrorists who did all the heinous operation from 

the address of faith and religion. Muslims of Afghanistan, Pakistan, 

Iraq and Syria are from among those Muslims who always are 

victims of terrorism and they are killing and burning in firing and 

bomb blasting of terrorisms. In these countries, the victims of 

terrorists and their tragedy actions, shows that terrorists are 

vicious, cruel, hypocrite, and liar group that kill Muslims. 

  
Dear parliamentarians and distinguished guests!   

It is clear for all that fight against terrorism would finish 

successfully, while the entire states and countries of the world take 

part in fighting against them. There is one point that I would like to 

emphasize on it: those countries which want to fight against 

terrorism should not finish this battle in its military point, because 

we cannot get victory only by fight against terrorism, we must 

eradicate this disease via its social, economical, political, cultural, 

religious and ideological ways. 

Terrorism has relation with poverty, injustice, ignorance, asphyxia, 

autarchy and proscriptions from society and civil rights.  Terrorism 

is growing-up from lack of freedom, democracy, and social 

injustice, lack of political and economical development.   

The International society has to recognize roots of the terrorism via 

its joint, wide, and bilateral attempts.  The world society by having 

a joint view of understanding from the terrorists, should fight 
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against it and find the ways for modifying and eradication of their 

roots.  

 

If the countries and the states think that by none participating in 

joint fight against terrorism, they could remain save and will not be 

faced with terror danger and threat, this could be a great and 

irrecoverable mistake of them.  

So terrorism is a worldwide danger, which threats all the countries, 

not only one. In order to rescue from this danger, we must not be 

apathetic, instead we should fight together against this disease. We 

all must fight against terrorism with all our ability which we have in 

our hand and with our military, social, economical, political, and 

cultural power. 

Thank you very much for your keen attention 
 


